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2-GROUPS OF NORMAL RANK 2 FOR WHICH THE

FRATTINI SUBGROUP HAS RANK 30

BY

MARC W. KONVISSER

Abstract.   All finite 2-groups G with the following property are classified:

Property. The Frattini subgroup of G contains an abelian subgroup of rank 3,

but G contains no normal abelian subgroup of rank 3.

The method of classification involves showing that if G is such a group, then G

contains a normal abelian subgroup W isomorphic to Z4 x Z4, and that the centralizer

C of W in G has an uncomplicated structure. The groups with the above property

are then constructed as extensions of C.

Introduction. In recent years there has been interest in the class of finite 2-groups

which contain no normal abelian subgroup of rank three (cf. [3]).

The 2-groups which contain no normal abelian subgroup of rank two have been

known for some time. In classifying those 2-groups which have no normal abelian

subgroup of rank two, one may first show that if G is such a group, then the

Frattini subgroup of G contains no elementary abelian subgroup of order 4 [2,

Satz III, 7.5]. Next one shows that G has a cyclic subgroup of index 2 [2, Satz III,

7.6], and then one may easily construct the 2-groups which have no normal

elementary abelian subgroup of order 4 [2, Satz I, 14.9b].

Therefore, as a first step in the classification of 2-groups G which contain no

normal abelian subgroup of rank three, it seems reasonable to consider groups G

with the following property:

(*) G is a 2-group and ^(G), the Frattini subgroup of G, contains an elementary

abelian subgroup of order 8, but G contains no normal elementary abelian sub-

group of order 8.

In this paper we classify all groups with property (*). Such a group will be called

a (*)-group.

The paper is divided into four sections. In the first section we discuss the general

structure of 2-groups satisfying (*). We show that if G is such a group, then <b(G)

contains a subgroup W which is normal in G, and W is isomorphic to the direct
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product of two cyclic groups of order 4. We then show that C, the centralizer of

W in G, is isomorphic to one of the groups

C(n, n, e) = (a, b\a2" = b2" = 1, [a, b] = a'2"'1 for e eZ2 and n ^ 2>,

or

C(n+ 1, n, e) = (a, b\a2" + 1 = b2" = 1, [a, b] = as2" for « eZ2 and n ä 2>.

The 2-groups satisfying (*) can then be constructed as extensions of C by auto-

morphisms of C which are extensions of automorphisms of W. In §§2, 3, and 4 we

construct all 2-groups G satisfying (*) in which caiW)=W, \caiW)/W\ =2, and

\cGiW)/W\>2, respectively. The work in these sections involves quite a bit of

calculation, but I feel that it is justified since knowledge of the exact structure of

these groups may be quite useful in further research.

We summarize our result in the following theorem.

Main Theorem. Let G be a finite 2-group having the following property:

(*) Í>(G) contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 8, but G contains no

normal elementary abelian subgroup of order 8.

Then G is isomorphic to one of the following groups:

I. The groups G for which W=cGiW):

1. Sii,j) = (k,s\ki = si=l,ks = ks2iui    where   i=j= 1 (mod 2), ui= 1, us = us\

uk=u~1s2y.

2. H={g,k\g2 = ki=l,kg = k~1u,u-=l,ug = uk = u-1y,yi = [u,y] = l,yk = u2yy.

3. Tia,ß,i,j) = (t,k\ t16=ki = l,kt = k-1t2 + iBuawherea=ß=limod2),ui=l,

kt2 = ktiiui where i=j= 1 (mod 2), ut = utl, uk = u-1ti}.

4. 5((",/) = </> s | ri=se=l, rs = rs2'u'     where    i =j =1 (mod 2), «* = 1, ur = us2,

us = usi}.

5. Sii, j) = <r, s | rB = 1, r4 = s4, rs = rs2iul  where i =j= 1 (mod 2), w4 = 1, ur = us2,

us = usi}.

6. 77(/,7) = <g, r | r4=g2=l, rg = r~1u'y' where i=j=l  (mod 2), ui=yi = [u, y]

= 1, u9 = u~1y, ur = uy,yr = u2y}.

I. HiS, i,j) = {r,g\ r*=g2=l, rg = r-1uiyi where ¡JeZ,, y2 = r\ M4 = [U)>,] = 1,

u' = uy, yr = u2y, ug = u'1yi where 8= + 1>.

8. Xim,n, i, j, e) = < g, §0, j)\g2=l,rg = r' ^V   where   m = n=l (mod 2), sg

= s1 + ic where e= ± 1>.

9. Xim, n, i, j, e) = (g, Sii, j) | g2 = 1, rg = r ~ 1ums2n   where   m=n = \ (mod 2), sg

= s1 + ie where e= ± 1>.

II. 77ie groups for which \ c0( W)/ W \ = 2 :

10. Ka = (a,k | a8 = ki = l,ak = au,ui = [a,u]=l,uk = u-1a2 + ia where aeZ2}.

II. K=(a,k\ aB = 1, a* = k\ ak = au, u* = [a, u] = l, uk = u-1a2y.

12. 770(/, j,ß) = (g,K0\g2=l,kg = k-Vy«, »'eZ4,/6Z2, u9 = a2«"\ a' = a1 + «

w/tere ßeZ-jy.

13. #0(/,//S) = <g,7í|g2=l,A:5 = ¿--Va4' iv-Aere /eZ4j£Z2,¡/» = a2i/-1,a8 =

a1 + 4«w/¡erei8eZ2>.
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14. H,(i,j,ß) = <g,K, \g2=l,kg = k-1uiaii where ieZi}jeZ2,ug = u~1a-2, ag

= a1 + i0 where ßeZ2}.

15. H(i,j,a,a) = {g, Ka\ g2 = a,kg = k-1uia-1 + ii where i e Zé,j e Z2,ug =

u~1a2 + ia where a e Z2>.

16. 77(7,y, a) = (g, K\g2 = a, kg = k~1uia-1 + ii where ieZ^jeZ2, ug = u-1a2).

17. Ra = (r, a \ ri = ae=l, ar = ua, ui = [u, a] = l, u' = ua2 + ia where aeZ2}.

18. Ra = (r,a \ ra = l, ri = ai, ar = ua, m4 = [w, a] = l, ur = ua2 + ia where aeZ2>.

III. The groups for which \ca(W)/W\ >2:

19. K(n, n, e, w) = (b, k | k* = b2n=l, where n^3, bk = b~1a, a2"= 1, [a, b] = as2"'1

where s eZ2, ak = b~2aw, where we {a2"'1, è2""1».

20. K(n,n,e,w) = (,b,k\b2" = kB= I where n^3, bk = b-1a,a2"-1=ki,[a, b]

= ae2"~1 where eeZ2,ak = b'2aw where we <a2"_1, b2"'1}}, but not e = 0

(mod 2) and w=l.

21. K(n + l,n,e,w) = (k,a\ki = a2n + 1 = l where n^3, ak = b-1a, b2n=l, [a, b]

= ae2" where e eZ2, bk = b~1a2w where w e <a2", è2""1».

22. K(n + l,n,e,w) = (k,a \ a2"+1 = 1, «^3, k^a2", ak = b'1a, ¿>2" = 1, [a, b] =

ae2" where e e Z2, bk = b~1a2w where w e <a2", è2"_1»,/o/- e=0 (mod 2) and

w=a2", or e=l (mod 2) and any choice ofw.

23. Certain extensions of the groups 20-22 of degree two (see §4.4).

Notations.

Z(G), the center of G.

0(C), the Frattini subgroup of G.

Qk(G), the subgroup of G generated by all elements of order 2k.

l3k(G), the subgroup of G generated by all 2k powers of elements of G.

Aut (G), the automorphism group of G.

ca( Y), the centralizer in G of Y.

Na( Y), the normalizer of Y in G.

Aa( Y), the subgroup of Aut ( Y) isomorphic to Nc( Y)/ca( Y).

G-normal, a subgroup 77 of G is G-normal if 77 O G.

7i2n, an elementary abelian subgroup of order 2".

Zn, the integers modulo n.

Cn, a cyclic group of order n.

Four group, the noncyclic group of order 4.

1. General properties of (*)-groups. Let G be a (*)-group. We now show that all

(*)-groups share certain structural properties.

1.1. Z(G)n <P(G) is cyclic.

Proof. If Z(G) n 0(G) is not cyclic, then W0 = Q.,(Z(G) n 0(G)) is a four group.

Let 7 be a normal subgroup of G of order 8 such that W0 < Y^ 0(G). Then

YCi~ x C2. Since the group of automorphisms Aa(Y) acts trivially on W0, Aa(Y)
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is elementary abelian. Hence, c0( Y) contains 0(G). Now since OG\ Y contains an

involution, we see that <î>G/rV0 is not cyclic and so [2, III, 7.5] we see that 0(G)

contains a G-normal subgroup W such that Wj W0 is a four group. Since W0 ̂  Z(G),

AG(W) is elementary abelian. So O(G) centralizes W. Now we may apply a theorem

of Alperin [1] to show that the elements of order 2 which centralize W lie in W.

This contradicts the fact that 0(G)\ F (hence, O(G)\W0 contains an involution. So

<D(G) n ZiG) is cyclic.

1.2. Let W~(u,y | ui=yi = [u, y] = l) and let A be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the

automorphism group of W. Then

A = <A, a, p | A4 = a4 = p2 =  1, [a, A] = a2A2, [p, X] = a2,

[a, p] = a2, [a2, A] = 1>

R'/zere /Ae actions of the automorphisms of A are given by

X a       p       a2     X2 = r¡      a2r¡

u xy   uy   u 1   uy2   u 1       u~1y2

u2y     y     y       y      y-1      y1

In addition, Z(A) = <S>(A) = (o2, r,> and \A\=25.

Proof. See [3, §2, Lemma 1, (if)].

1.3. O(G) contains no normal cyclic subgroup of order >2.

Proof. Assume <>>> is a G-normal cyclic subgroup of O(G) of order 4. Then y2 is

an involution in 0(G) n Z(G), and since |G/cG«j»| ^2, we have cG((y))}î 0(G).

Now 0(G)/<.y2> is not cyclic so [2, III, 7.5] we see that 0(G) contains a G-normal

subgroup F such that <j> g 7 and F/<j2> is a four group. Thus, Y~ C4 x C2 and

since G normalizes <yy, we see that the group of automorphisms Aai Y) is elemen-

tary abelian of order 2 or 4. Thus, F^Z(0(G)).

Let W0 = Qj( Y). Since 0(G)\ F contains an involution, 0(G)/ W0 is not cyclic and

so [2, III, 7.5] O(G) contains a G-normal subgroup W such that W^ Y and

W-CtxCi.
Let C=caiW). Then £i2(C)=H' [1]. Thus, we can find an involution ve

0(G)\C n 0(G). Now the automorphism induced by v on W acts trivially on the

subgroups (yy and W0. By a simple calculation, it can be seen that the automorphism

induced by v lies in the center of AaiW). So, forallge G, the action oft;9 is the same

as the action of v on W. Thus, vvg=v~1vg acts trivially on W, so vvg e C.

Now we consider the order of vvg. If ivvg)2 = 1 for all g e G, then vv9 e WQ (since

Q2(C)= W) and so <t>, U^) <] G, a contradiction since G has no normal elemen-

tary abelian subgroup of order 8.

Thus, the order of vvg is at least 4 and so, since (vvgy = (vvg) ~1, we see that v

inverts some element of W\W0. Since v acts as an element of $>(AG(W)), we see, by
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1.2, that v acts as either r¡ or r¡o2 (o2 inverts no element of W\W0). Thus, we have

two situations: either the automorphism induced by v is the square of some

element in AG(W) or Q>(Aa(W)) = <t>(A). In either case, AG(W) contains an element

(A or pX) which does not fix the group <_y>, a contradiction.

1.4. 0(G) contains a G-normal subgroup W~ C4 x C4.

Proof. Since 0(G) is not cyclic 0(G) contains a G-normal four subgroup W0 and

JF0 = Z(O(G)). By 1.1 and 1.3 we see that (z}=Z(G) n 0(G) is a cyclic group of

order 2. Since 0(G/<z» is not cyclic, 0(G) contains a G-normal subgroup Y such

that FÏ; W0 and Yl(z') is a four subgroup. Thus, Y~ C4 x C2. If c»(G)( Y)¡ W0 is not

cyclic, then c4(G)(F) contains a G-normal subgroup IF such that Wä Fand W/W0

is a four group. Thus, W~ C4 x C4.

So we must show that c0(G)( Y)/ W0 is not cyclic. If c«(G)( Y)/ W0 is cyclic, then

c<sia)(Y) is abelian (FáZ(ct(G)(F))) and so must have two generators (otherwise

£2i(c*(G)( Y)) is a G-normal £8). Thus, c0(G)( F) = <a, w | a2" = w2 = 1, n ̂  2, [a, w] = 1 >.

If n > 2, then U1(c0(G)( 7)) is a G-normal cyclic subgroup of 0(G) of order greater

than 2 which is impossible by 1.3. Thus, n = 2, i.e. Y=c<t(G)(Y).

A Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut ( Y) is dihedral of order 8. So 0(^G( Y)) has order 2.

Thus, 0(G/cG( Y)) = 0(G)cG( Y)/cG( Y) ~ 0(G)/(O(G) n cG( y )). So 10(G)/ct(G)( F) |

= 2 and OG\c0(G)(F) contains an involution v, and t> = Â:2(mod Y), for some

A: in G.

Let g e G; then kg = kiaiwn where /'= ± 1 and j eZt,ne Z2. So, (k2)g = (kiaiwn)2

= k2i(aiwn)k'(aiwn). Hence, (A:")2 = A:2 (mod 1F0), i.e. <p, 1F0> is a G-normal EB, a

contradiction.

So c»(C)(y)/Ifo is not cyclic, hence, G contains a normal subgroup W~C± x C4.

1.4.1. Notation. Let G be a (*)-group. Then IF will denote a G-normal subgroup

of 0(G) which is defined as

W= <m,j|m4 = yi = [u,y] = 1>.

We also define W0 = Q.,iW).

In addition, the generators u and y are chosen so that <[y, W0} < G.

1.5. 77ie structure of cGiW). Let C=cG(lF). Since G contains no normal EB and

W^G, we see [1] that cG(lF) = Cis metacyclic.

In addition we may apply 1.3 to C to show that C has order at most 2. Thus, C

is either a 2-generator abelian group or C is a metacyclic group with |C'| =2.

Suppose C is abelian. Then

C = <ft,b\ a2" = b2" = [a,b] = l,«Zß* 2>.

Now if a>ß+1, then öÄ(C) = <a>2fl is a G-normal cyclic subgroup of order greater

than 2, contradicting 1.3. So ß+1 ^a^/J^2, and we have the abelian groups

C = C(#i, n, 0) = <a, ¿> | a2" = Z>2" = [a, b] = 1, n ^ 2>,

C = C(n + 1, », 0) = <a, è | a2" + 1 = b2" = [a, b] = l,n> 2>.
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Now we consider the case in which C is nonabelian. In this case, C/C is a 2-

generator abelian group. So we can find a, b e C such that C/C' = <[aC'} x <6C">.

Without loss of generality we may assume \a\ ä \b\. If <a> n <è>^ 1, then since

<a> n <¿> <1 G and cyclic it follows that <a> n (b} = C. Let a, ¿3 be integers such

that a2" = b2B = [a, b]. Then <xîï/?ïï2 since a,b£W (otherwise C is abelian). Now

let b* = a2"-"b. Since ß^2,(b*)2e = (a2"""¿)2" = a2"b2" = 1. So we may assume that C

has the following defining relations:

C = (a,b\ a2" = b2" = 1, [a, b] = a2"1, a^ß^T).

Now we consider the values of a and ß. If a^/3 + 2, then <a2°~2> = öa_2(C) is a

cyclic normal subgroup of G, contradicting 1.3. In addition /3^3, since C is

nonabelian.

Thus, if C is nonabelian, either

C = C(«, k, 1) = <a, 6 | a2" = ¿>2" = 1, [a, ¿] = a2""1, n > 2>

or

C = C(n+l, n, 1) = <<i, A | a2" + 1 = è2" = 1, [a, A] = a2", n > 2>.

1.6. 77?e involutions of 0(G)\C. Let t> be an involution of 0(G)\C n 0(G). Then

v acts on IF as one of the automorphisms in 0(yl), cf. 1.2. <t>, IFq) is an E8, so

<y, W0y $ G. Thus, there is a g e G such that y9 £ (v, W0y. Now the group <u, y9>

is dihedral so (vvg)v = (vvg)~1. Since y e $>(A)=Z(A), we see that y9 induces the

same automorphism as v on W. Thus, yt;9 = t;~1y9 e cG(W) = C. Since to9 ^ IP0, the

order of vvg is greater than 2. Thus, since v inverts vvg, we see that v inverts some

element of W\rV0.

The nonidentity elements of 0(^1) are r¡, r¡a2, and a2. The automorphism a2

inverts no element of W\W0. So v acts as r¡ or r¡a2.

1.7. 7/ ¡ Cj W | ä 4, //ie« «o element of G induces the automorphism r¡a2 on W.

Proof. Suppose g e G induces the automorphism r¡a2 on W. Then g2 e C, and

since g fixes no element of W\W0, g2 e Wa. Now since \C\ =ï26, C contains a G-

normal subgroup C0 of order 26 and C0 has defining relations

C0 = <a0, b0\a% = bl = 1, [a0, ¿>0] = at0 where S eZ2>.

Let y=a\, u = b2. Then

¿g = böx + iaa20 + i0   where a, 0 e Z2,

a0 = bfaö1 + ii        where /, jeZ2.

Now

¿o = eg2 = (b0-1 + iaa20 + il))g = Mo"4-

Since a4,^ I, there is no element g e G which induces the automorphism t\<j2 on W

if\C/W\>2.
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1.8. If C> W, then no element of G induces the automorphism o2 on W.

Proof. We first consider the case \C/W\>2. Suppose seG induces the auto-

morphism a2 on W. By 1.7 we see that G has no element which induces the auto-

morphism -no2 on W. However, from 1.6 we see that G must have an element v

which induces the automorphism r¡ on W. But this means that vs induces the

automorphism -no2 on W, a contradiction.

Thus, we must only consider the case \C/W\ =2. In this case C=(a, u \ a8 = w4

= [a,u] = 1} anda2 = v. We again assume s e G induces the automorphism a2 on W.

Hence, s2 e C. Now by 1.6 we see that s is not an involution.

The action of s on C is given by as=a1 + i'u2' where i,jeZ2; us = uai, and

s2 e ccis) S <a, «2>.

If s2 e <m2, a2>, then by replacing s by s* = saauB for the appropriate choices of

a, ß we have (s*)2= 1 which is contradictory to the fact that no involution of G

induces the automorphism a2 on W.

Thus, s2 = <a, M2>\<a2, u2). So let s2 = a0. Then C=(a0,u | ao = w4 = [a0, «]=1>,

and ao = o0 and us = Mq.

Next we show that if | C/ W\ = 2, G contains no element t which induces the auto-

morphism a on W. If t induces the automorphism o on W, then t* = a and ut = ua2.

Now G contains an involution v which induces the automorphism r¡ or o2r¡ on W.

Since -neZiAaiW)), tv = t imod C). So tv = tuia> for some integers /,/ Thus,

it2y = itulai)2 = t2u2ia2u + i) and av = iti)v = it2u2ia2{i + i))2 = a1 + iii + j). Thus, av = iti)v

= a(mod W0). But av = a'1 (mod W0), a contradiction. Thus, if \C¡W\=2, no

element of G induces the automorphism o on G.

Now we complete the proof. We consider the group G/C. Let " denote the natural

homomorphism from G onto G/C. Since s is not a square in G and v e 0(G), we see

that v is a square in G. Let A e G such that k2 = v. Thus, jfc=i (mod C) and so

sk=suia1. Thus,

afc = (s2)* = (Va')2 = a1 + 2i + Mu2i.

So afc2 = a(1 + 2;)2 = a (mod W0). However, av = a'1 (mod IF0), a contradiction. Thus,

i^Gif C>1F.

1.9. 7/cG( W)=Wand a2 e AGi W), then G contains an element s which induces the

automorphism o2 on W and s2=y.

Proof. Let s0 be an element of G inducing the automorphism a2 on W and s2+y.

Since s2 e cw(ct2) = (u2, y), we see that s0 is not an involution, for otherwise <i0, W0}

is a G-normal Ee (cf. 1.6). If s2 e W0, then letting s, =s0uiyi for suitable i,j, we have

s2= 1, so s2 e (y, u2}\(u2, v2>. Thus, s2=y'u2i, where /= ± 1. Let s = si0+2iui. Then

s2=y.    Q.E.D.

We summarize the results of §1 in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let G be a finite 2-group in which 0(G) contains an elementary abelian

subgroup of order 8, but G contains no normal elementary abelian subgroup of order 8.
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Then

(i) 0(G) contains a G-normal subgroup W~ C4 x C4.

(ii) 77;e centralizer in G of W is isomorphic to one of the following groups:

C(m, n, e) = (a,b\ a2m = b2" = 1, [a, b] = a£2m_1>

where n+l^m^n^2 and e e Z2.

(iii) 0(G) contains an involution v which induces either the automorphism r¡ or

rpj2 on W.

(iv) If ca(W)> W, then no element of G induces the automorphism a2 on W.

(v) If \cG(W)/W\ >2, then no element of G induces the automorphism -no2 on W.

(vi) If cG(W)= W and s e G induces the automorphism a2 on W, then s2=y.

The structural conditions of Theorem 1 enable us to construct all (*)-groups as

extensions of one of the groups C(m, n, e).

2. The (*)-groups for which cG( W) = W.

2.1. If G is a (*)-group for which cG(W)= W, then either G has an element k such

that k2 induces the automorphism r¡ on W or G has an element r such that r2 induces

the automorphism a2r¡ on W.

Proof. By Theorem 1, 0(G) contains an element v which induces either the auto-

morphism i? or a2r¡ on W. If v is a square we are done. So assume v is not a square.

Then 0(G)/W is not cyclic and hence <t>(G)/W~(r], a2). Hence G contains an

element g such that g2 induces one of the automorphisms 77 or a2r¡.

2.2. If G is a (*)-group, which contains an element k such that k2 acts as r¡ on W

and cG(W)= W, then one of the following groups is a proper subgroup ofG:

K = (k, u I kl = w4 = 1, uk = u~xy, y* = [y, u] = 1, y* = m2v>,

K = (k, u I kB = w4 = 1, uk = w'y, y2 = k\ yk = u2y, [y, u] = 1>.

Let k be the automorphism induced by k on W. Then k2 = r¡ implies k e X<[r¡, a2y.

Thus, <£> = <A> or <£> = <Aa2>. If k acts as Xo-2, then let y0=y'1. Thus, uh"2

= u'1y'1 = u~1y0 and y o"2 = u2y0. So by suitable choice of generators of W we may

assume that uk = u~1y and yk = u2y. Now k2 ecw(k) = (y2). Hence, fc4=_y2a for

a e Z2. So the group (k, W) is isomorphic to one of the groups K or K depending

on whether a = 0 or a= 1. We note that Khas a normal EB, e.g., (k2, u2, y2} and K

contain no Es. So neither K nor K is a (*)-group.

Note. We will show (§2.5.2) that K is not a subgroup of any (*)-group for which

cG(W)=W.

2.3. If G is a (*)-groupfor which cG( W)=W and G contains an element r such that

r2 induces the automorphism r¡a2 on W, then G contains one of the following groups as

a proper subgroup :

R = <r, u I r4 = m4 = 1, ur = uy, y* = [u, y] = 1, yT = u2y},

R = <r, u I rB = m4 = 1, ur = uy, y2 = r4, [m, y] = 1, yr = u2yy.
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Proof. The automorphism induced by r on Whts in the coset Xp(o2, r¡y ofA/ZiA).

By a suitable choice of generators of W (i.e., replacing y by [u, r], if necessary)

we may assume W = uy, yr = u2y. Nowr4 e cw(r) = <j2>. Thus, r4=l or ri=y2.

If r* = l, then the group (r, W} = R, and if r4=x/, the group <r, W} = R. Since

ir2uiyi)2 = riy2i for all /', / eZ4, we see that the involutions of R\W0 are all elements

of the form r2uaye, for aeZ2,ße Z4, and the involutions of R\ W0 are all elements

of the form r2uay", where a= 1 (mod 2) and a, (8 e Z4.

Neither 7? nor R is a (*)-group since 7? contains a normal 7i8, namely, <r2, W0},

and O(Ä) contains no EB.

2.4. 7>/aw of attack for §2. From 2.1-2.3 we see that each (*)-group G for which

Cg(W)= W is an extension of one of the groups K, K, R, or R by elements of

Aut iW). We will construct all of these groups by forming cyclic extensions of the

above groups and then cyclic extensions of these extensions, etc. We will denote an

extension G of K (£, R, or R) of degree 2* as an ith stage extension.

2.5. 777e 1st stage extensions of K and Ñ.. If G is a 1st stage extension of K or K,

then since the index of K (or Ê) in G is 2, K<i G (or 7?<1 G). Hence AGiW)

^<A, a2, op}. Thus AairV) is one of the groups <A, a2} or <A, o'p} where S= + 1.

2.5.1. The i*)-group G such that cG(IF) = W and AGiW) = (X, o2}. If G is such a

group, then since 0(G) contains 0(7v) or O(^), and 0(7C) contains no EB, we see

that Ê$G. Let s eG such that í induces the automorphism o2 on W. Then by 1.9

we may assume s2=y. Since X"2 = X we can find /,/eZ4 so that ks = kuiyi. Now

M2 _ [kt y] = [kj S2] _ [fc> 5] [fc> j]S = „21^2(1 + «

2.5.1.2. So /=/= 1 (mod 2).

Now we show that the mapping induced by s on K is an automorphism.

(i) iks)2 = k2u2iyi + 2i and so (A;5)4 = £4 = 1.

(ii) [ks, us] = [ku'y1, uy2] = u2y = ius)2ys.

(iii) [A5, ys] = [My1, y] = u2 = (ws)2.

Thus, s induces an automorphism on K so the possibilities for G are :

2.5.1.3. Sii,j) = ik,s | ki = s8=l,ks = ks2iui where /=/=l (mod 2), m4=1, us

= us*, uk = u~1s2}.

We now show that the groups 5(/,/) are (*)-groups. We find the involutions of

S = Sii,j). If g e S is an involution, then g2=l (mod W). The involutions of the

abelian group S/W lie in the group (j) = k2, s, w}/W. So g=s"vßw where a, ß are

integers and w e W. Now since isw)2 = s2=y (mod W0), no element of the form sw

for w e IF is an involution. In addition isv)2 = u2 (mod y2) and isvw)2 = (it;)2 = u2

^ 1 (mod ^2). So no element of the form svw where w e W is an involution. Thus,

the involutions of S all lie in the group (v, W).

Hence, if Tí is a G-normal EB, then E^(k, W). Thus, E is either the group

(v, W0) or (vy, Wo). Since vs=vy (mod W0), we see that S has no normal EB, and

so iS is a (*)-group.

2.5.2. Lemma. Let G be a i*)-group for which W=cGiW) and XeAGiW). If

keG induces the automorphism X on W, then kl = 1.
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Proof. Suppose k* ¥= I. Then (k2w)2 = k*= y2 for all we W. Hence 0(G) > (k2, Wy,

since 0(G) contains an £8. So we see that G contains an element s which acts as o-2

on I^and s2=y. In addition, ks = ku'yj where i=j= 1 (mod 2). So if x is an involu-

tion of 0(G)\W, x=svumyn for some m, neZ4, where v = k2.

Now (svw)2=s2v2=y (mod W0) for all weW. Thus, 0(G)\H/ contains no

involution, which contradicts the assumption that G is a (*)-group.

2.5.3. The (*)-groups G such that cG( W)=Wand AG( W) = <A, aôp) where 8 = ± 1.

Let G be such a group. Then, by 2.5.2, G contains the subgroup AT (cf. 2.2). So G is

an extension of K by an element g6 such that gó induces the automorphism a6p for

8= + l. So ugà = u~1y" and yg»=y.

Proof. We begin by investigating the amalgamation of gd. Now (g6)2 e cw(g6)

= <v>. If g2=y2, then (gdy)2=l and if g2=y, then (gluy)2=l and (g.1u)2 = l, so

without loss of generality we may assume g2= I.

Now k^sk'1 (mod W) so let ¿^ÄrV/. Then k = kgl = (k-1uayls)gi=ku~2B.

Thus, ß=0(mod 2). So let a^ eZi,ß1 eZ2 he chosen so that Ä:9i = Ar Vi/"!.

Now we consider jfe»-1. Let kg-1 = k-1uayB. Then â: = A:9-i = (â:-1mV)9_1

= ku2By2a. Thus, /J=a = 0(mod 2). Hence we may choose a_1,i8_16Z2 so that

fc»-j=jk-1ifs,r-ij'2fl-i.

Now we check that the mappings induced by the elements gó are automorphisms,

(i) (^)4 = (/c-1MV04=l-

(ii) [ug*, k9*] = [u -J y6, A: - ^ V*] = uV1 = (m2J'2)j' = (ugi)2yg*.

(iii) [>>% Â:9*] = [y,k~'«V»] = w2v2 = iug>)2.

So we may construct the groups (g6, K} = H6.

Now we check to see which of the groups Hó are (*)-groups.

Suppose E is a normal EB of 77^. Without loss of generality, we may assume

rV0úE. Thus, the group EW/W is a normal subgroup of order 2 of the dihedral

group H6/W. Hence, EW/W=(v, Wy/W. Now £<<£, HO implies that E is

either the group <i>, IKo) or the group <iy>, W7,,). Since

t,»4 = ik2)g* = (k-Wiy2»!)2 = ^V1   (mod W0),

= (/c-1«2"-!/"-!)2 = k2 (mod W0),

we see that H.1 is not a (*)-group for any choice of a_lt ß_u and 77x is a (*)-group

if aj s 1 (mod 2).

Thus, we have

Hi = (g,K\g2 = 1, kg = Âr1«, ug = uk = M->,

u* = yi = [u,y] = 1, y = M2.y>.

2.6. Trie 2nd stage extensions of K. In this section we consider the (*)-groups G

for which Aa(W)^(X, a2>. Since A/(a2, A> is a four-group, A has three maximal

subgroups properly containing <a2, A>, namely, <<r, A>, <p, ct2, A>, and (op, a2; A>.
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2.6.1. Thei*)-groupsGforwhichcGiW)=WandAaiW) = {X,o-y. Let G be such

a group. Then by 2.5.2, G contains an element k so that A4 = 1, and k induces the

automorphism A on W. Thus, G contains one of the groups S(/,/). So let G

= (t, S=Si¡,j)}, where t induces the automorphism o on W. We may assume

ti=y, for if ti=y2, then t2y is an involution, contradicting 1.9. So we may assume

t2 = s. Let kt = k~1suayß, where a, ß e Z4. Then for i=j= 1 (mod 2), we have

ku'y1 = ks = kt2 = ik-hifyj = ik-^u^y^iuy)^.

So kuty^ku^u*"-". Thus, ct = /3 (mod 2).

Now we check the relations of 5 under the action of t.

(i) (A')5' = (A - 1suayB)s = iku'y1) ~ hiuy2)ayß = k " ^t/*+»+2W -<y+<+/-«+*• anfj

£'(«')'(/)'^"^m""""'/ + i+i. So we must have

]c-lsu<ia + n + 2U-i)yß + H-j-2i + 2a _ £ - lJMa + ¡,,/ï+1 + ./

Hence, i=j=a=ß=l (mod 2).

(ii) Since (A')2 = (A:-1.y)2 = A:~2,s2 = A:2 (mod PF), we see that ikl)2 = vw for some

element we W. Thus, (A')4 = ivw)2 = wvw = 1.

(iii) [ul, A'] = [uy, k-h^y6] = u~2y-1 = iuy)2y=(«*)*/.

(iv) [y\ A<] = [y, k-^uy"] = u2y2 = (wf)2.

Thus, the groups of this type are the groups Tia,ß,i,j) where Tia,ß,i,j)

= <í,A-|í16=A4 = l, A^Ar^^V where a=/S=l (mod 2), «*=1, ki2=ktiiui

where /=;*= 1 (mod 2), ui = uti, uk = u~1ti}.

We show /= 7X«, j8, i,j) is a (*)-group. Since 0(7) ä 0(5) and 0(5) contains an

EB, 0(7/) contains an EB. If Tí is a normal E8 of T, we may assume E> W0. Then

7s W¡ Wisa normal subgroup of order 2 of T¡ W. Thus,

EW/W ^ ZiT/W) = is, k2, Wy/W.

So E^ S. However, S has no normal EB, so 7 has no normal EB. Thus,

T=Tia,ß,i,j)

is a (*)-group.

2.6.2. There is no i*)-group G such that W=cGiW) and AGiW) = {X, a2, op).

If there were such a group G, then G would be an extension of a group S iso-

morphic to one of the groups S(i,j) by an element g which would induce the

automorphism op on W. Since [ct2, op] = l and A'"> = A-1 we could find integers

m,n,a,ßeZi so that sg=sumyn, kg=k~1uay'1, and so that the relation (As)s"

=A9(M9)i(y,y for i=j= 1 (mod 2) would hold. Since [s2, g] = l,m=n=0 (mod 2).

However, (A')s9 = (Ar VyOsu'v' = £~ V + y+i+2a + ', + 2m and ^'(/^rV-1

■ yß + i+i. Thus equating the exponents of u we would have a + i=a-i (mod 4)

which would contradict the condition 2.5.1.2 that i=l (mod 2). So there is no

(*)-group for which AGiW) = (X, a2, opy.
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2.6.3. There is no (*)-group G such that cG(W)= W and AG(W) = (X, a2, py.

If G were such a group, then G would be an extension of a group S isomorphic

to one of the groups S(i,j) for /'=/'= 1 (mod 2) (cf. 2.5.1) by an element x which

would induce the automorphism p on W.

Since (a2)0 = a2 and A" = Act2 we may assume that

sx = sumyn,   m = n = 0(mod 2);       kx = ksupy",   p,qeZ±.

Then the relation ks=kuiyi (for i=j= 1 (mod 2)) should hold under the action of x.

So we would have (kxyx = (kx)(ux)'(yx)', i.e. (ksu"yqyu"'yn = (ksupy'1)(u-1)iy'. So

yfcjMi+pv2i+'+2p+9+2m = ksu~l*pvq+l

i.e. i+ps —i+p (mod 4). Thus, i=0 (mod 2), a contradiction. Hence, S cannot be

extended by x.

2.7. Theorem. The (*)-groups G for which cG(W)=W and XeAG(W) are

S(i,j), Hu and T(a, ß, i,j).

2.8. The 1st stage extensions of R and R. As in 2.5 we see that if G is a 1st stage

extension of 7? or A, then R (or R) is normal in G so AG( W) ^ NA(Xp) = (Xp, a2, apy.

Therefore AG(W) is one of the groups <A/>, ct2> or (Xp, a6p} for 8= + 1.

2.8.1. The (*)-groups G such that cG(W)=W and AG(W) = (Xp,a2y. Let G be

such a group. Then either G = (s, 7?> or G = (s, Ây where s induces the automor-

phism or2 on W and s2=y (by 1.9). In exactly the same way as in 2.5.1 we see that

s2=y implies that rs = ruiyi where i=j= 1 (mod 2), and we have the groups

S(i,j) = <r, s | r4 = sB = 1, rs = rs2iul where i = j = 1 (mod 2),

M4 =   1, Ur = US2, U2 = WS4>

and

§(i,j) = <r, s | rB = 1, s* = r4, rs = rs2iu* where i = j = 1 (mod 2),

m4 = 1, ur = us2, us = us*y.

It is easily seen that the groups S(i,j) and S(i,j) are (*)-groups.

2.8.2. The (*)-groups G such that cam= W and Aa(W) = (Xp, o6py for 8= ± 1.

Let G be such a group. Then G is an extension of either the group 7? or the group R

by an element gô such that i^t^r'1 (mod W). By the same arguments used in 2.5.3,

we see that g6 can be chosen so that g2 = 1 and g induces either the automorphism

o*p for 8=±1. Choose mó,n6 so that rgt = r-1um>yn*. Since r = rg2 = (r-1umiynt)g>

=/.M2(mä+nd)Jma(i-Dj we find that „ó = m<J (mod 2) and mó(S-l)=0(mod4). So

rai = r~1umyn where m = n (mod 2) and r9-i = r_1wm>'n where m = n=0 (mod 2).

Now we must show that the mappings induced on R and R by gd are auto-

morphisms.

(i) (rgi)2 = r-2u2n»ym» and (r904 = r4.

(ii) [ug<>, rgi] = [u~ V, r-1]=y=yg'.

(iii) [y», r 9a] = [j, r - !] = M2/ = (ug*)2.
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Thus, we may construct the groups <\g6, 7?> and <\g6, Ry for S= + 1.

Now the Frattini subgroup of each of these groups is the group <r2, Wy. Thus,

the Frattini subgroups of the groups <#,,, R.y for 8= + 1 contain 7f8's. Since the

involutions of 0(gó, R)\W are of the form rVy for /= 1 (mod 2), the groups

(gó, &y contain no normal EB for any choices of m6 or n6. So we see that the groups

(g6, ky are (*)-groups.

The groups <gö, Ry for which m6 = 0 (mod 2) have a normal 7s8, namely, <r2, W0y.

So the only ones of the groups <gá, 7?> which are (*)-groups are the groups (g,, Ry

where m, =n, = 1 (mod 2).

Thus, we list the groups of this type :

Hit, j) = (g, r | r4 = g2 = 1, rg = r ~ 1uiy' where / = j = 1 (mod 2),

ul = j4 = [m, j] = 1, «" = w-1;;, ur = uy, yr = u2yy,

Hi8, i,j) = (r, g \ r8 = g2 = 1, r3 = r'Wy' where i,j e Z4, y2 = r4,

m4 = [«,)>] = 1, u" = uy,yr = u2y, u9 = u~1ya where S = ± 1>.

2.9. The 2nd stage extensions of R and R. In this section we consider the (*)-

groups G for which cGiW)= Wand AGiW)^¡t(Xp, ct2>. All 2nd stage extensions of

7? and R will be found among these groups. Since A/(Xp, o2y is a four-group, there

are three choices for AGiW), namely (Xp, a>, (Xp, o2, opy, and <A/j, A>. Now in

2.6.3 we showed that there is no (*)-group G such that cGiW)= W and AGiW)

= <A, o2, py = (Xp, Xy. Hence, we need only consider groups G such that AGiW)

= {Xp, ct> or AGiW) = (Xp, o2, opy. Each of these groups can be constructed as an

extension of degree 2 of one of the groups 5(z', j) or <§(/,/) for i=j= 1 (mod 2).

2.9.1. The i*)-groups G for which cGiW)= W and AGiW) = (XP, o2, op}. Let G be

such a group. Then G is an extension of one of the groups 5(/, j) or §ii, j) by an

element g which induces the automorphism op on W. As in 2.8.2 we see that G can

be chosen so that g2= 1 and rg=r~1umyn where m=n (mod 2). We see that [s, g]

e 02>, for if s9=suayß, then

s = i"2 = (iMavÄ)9 = sy2Ä + a

and

j = is2y = (M'y)2 = x«2<yte+'î>).

So 2/3+«=0 (mod 4) and «=¿3=0 (mod 2). Hence a=0 (mod 4) and |3=0 (mod 2).

So let ss=sy2e where e e Z2.

We now must show that the mappings induced by g on the groups 5(/', j) and

-$(/,/) are automorphisms of S. Since g induces an automorphism on 7Î and A,

cf. 2.8.2, we need only check the relation rs=ruiyi for i=j= 1 (mod 2) under the

action of g.

Now

(r9Yg = fr_1MmvnV = /•~1jyi-2i+mv-i+''+2m+n

and

r'itPyiyy = r~1um'iyn + i+1.
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So using the fact that m = n (mod 2) we get n = m = i=j= 1 (mod 2). Therefore, the

groups of this type are

%(m, n, i,j, e) = (g, S(i,j) | g2 = 1, r9 = r~1ums2n where m = n = 1 (mod 2),

j» = s1 + ie where s = ± 1>,

í"(m, «, z',j', e) = <g, §(i,j) \ g2 = I, r9 = r'1ums2n where /w = n = 1 (mod 2),

j9 _ si+4« where e = ±1>.

If G = X(m, n, i,j, e) or G = X(m, n, i,j, e), then G is a (*)-group. For if E were a

normal E8 of G, then we may assume W0 ̂  E and so £f*7If á <s, r2, W>/If. Thus,

E is a normal Ea of Si/y) (or S(i,j)). Since £(/,./') (and §(i,j)) have no normal

£8's, £ <ft G.

2.9.2. There is no (*)-group G for which cG(W)= W and AG(W) = (Xp, ay.

If G were such a group, then G would be an extension of degree 2 of a group S

isomorphic to one of the groups S(i,j) or §(i,j) for i=j= 1 (mod 2).

Let G = (t,Sy where t induces the automorphism a on W. Without loss of

generality we may assume t2 = s. Since (Xp)a = (Xp)~1o-2 we may choose a, ß e Z4 so

that rt=r'lsuaye.

If we check the relation rs = ruiy1 under the action of t we see that

(fty' — (r~1suaveY = r~1sui~2i + avi + i + 2a + l1

and

/•'(»')'(/)' = r-1i«a + y + i + '.

So from the exponents of u we would have /—2j+a = a + i (mod 4), i.e. 2/=0

(mod 4) which contradicts the assumption that j= 1 (mod 2). Hence, there is no

(*)-group G such that W=cG(W) and Aa(W) = (XP, ct>.

2.10. Theorem. The (*)-group for which cG(W)= W and Xp e AG(W) are S(i,j),

S(i,j), H(i,j), 77(8, i,j), ï(m, n, i,j, e), and X(m, n, i,j, e).

3. The (*)-groups for which \cG(W)/W\ =2.

3.1. If G is a (*)-group for which \cG(W)/W\ =2, then by 1.8 ct2 ̂ AG(W). Thus,

<I>(AG(W)) is either the group <r/> or the group (r¡a2}. So, by suitable choice of

generators for W, we can either find an element k e G which induces the auto-

morphism Í on If (if <b(AG(W)) = <•>;» or an element reG which induces the

automorphism Xp on ^(if 0(^G(lf)) = <ryCT2».

3.2. 7/G is a (*)-group for which \cG(W)/W\=2 and (r¡) = ^(AG(W)), then G

contains one of the following (*)-groups as a normal subgroup

Ka = (k, a | k* = a8 = 1, ak = au, m4 = [a, u] = 1, «* = «-1a2 + 4i< for a e Z2>,

K = (k,a\kB = 1, a4 = k\ ak = au, u* = [a, u] = 1, uk = u^a2}.
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Proof. From 3.1 we see that there is k e G such that A induces the automorphism

A on W. Now from 1.5 we have cGiW) = (a, W \ a2=y, [a, W]=iy. Thus, ak

_Mi + 2aai + 40 for some integers a, ß; uk = u~1a2.

Let u0 = u1 + 2aaiß. Then ak=au0 and uk0 = t/0" xa2 + 4a. In addition, afc2=a3+4a,

Mfca = w"1. Let A:a be defined by

ak« = au,   uk" = u~1a2 + ia   for aeZ2.

Now A4^Cw(A:a) = <a4> and (Â:2uia02=A:4-a4í<1+<ï,. Thus, k\ = (A?M'a02 for all

z eZ4,y'eZ8. So if A4=l, all elements of <A~2, C>\fFare involutions, and if A:4=a4,

then there are no involutions in (k, Cy\W.

Now ik2Qaiui)2 = klaii, so if k% = l, then all elements of (fil, Wy\W are involu-

tions. If A:^ = a4, then the coset (A2a) W contains all involutions of (k0Cy\W.

So we may construct the following groups :

Ka = (a,k\a8 = A4 = 1, ak« = au, m4 = [a, u] = 1, «*« = u~1a2+ia for a eZ2>,

Ka = <a, ka | a8 = 1, a4 = A:4, afc« = aw, m4 = [a, a] = 1, uk« = u'1a2 + ia

for a e Z2>.

Now the group 7?! is not a (*)-group since 0(7^) contains no 7i8. 0(Ä^a) contains

the subgroup <A2, W0y which is an E8 and O(/?0) contains (fila, W0y which is an

Tig. Since [k%u'a', a] = a2 (mod W0), we see that no 7i8 of the groups Ka or Ê0 is

normal. Thus, Ka, Ê0 are (*)-groups for a e Z2.

It remains to show that if G is a (*)-group containing one of the groups Ka or K0,

then Ka (or K0) is normal in G. Since a2 $ AGiW), the group <A> O AaiW). Thus,

Ka < G (or 7?0 <] G).

We note that for any (*)-group G which contains one of the Ka or Ñ.a, 0(G)

= (fil, Wy (since ct2^/1g(1F)). Thus, since O(^) contains no 7i8, 7?! is not a

subgroup of any (*)-group.

3.3. 77ie i*)-groups G which properly contain K0, K,, or Ñ.0. If G is such a group,

then since o2 $ AGiW), AGiW) is either the group (op, A> or the group <<t"V> ̂ >-

Thus, G contains an element g6 which induces the automorphism oôp on W where

S=±l.So

ag* = a1+4iu2',       ug> = a26u-\

Now if igà)2 e W, then by the same argument used in 2.3, we see that we may choose

g6 so that g2 = l. Ifgi e cGiW)\W, then we may choose a=g2, so in this case agà=a.

In either case a=a92 = (a1 + 4iw209* = a1 + w. So;"=0 (mod 2), and, hence,

ag* = a1 + iß,       ugä = a26u~x   for 8 = ± 1.

We let k%à=kâ xuiaj where i e Z4, j eZB, and i and j depend on 8.

We consider two cases,

(i) The case g2 = 1. In this case

ka = k# = ik^Wy* = (A--1MiaO-1(«-1a2i)i(a1 + 4ay.
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So Âra = M"ia4w+2i(,i"1"2a>- Thus, y=0(mod4) and /(8-l-2a)=0(mod 4). So

kgaà = ka1uiaii where i satisfies the conditions of Table 3.3.1, and j e Z2.

3.3.1. Table.

a        o i

0       1    Arbitrary

0 -1    =0(mod2)

1 1    =0(mod2)

1    — 1    Arbitrary

We now show that the mappings induced on Ka by the gd are automorphisms,

(i) (kâ 1uiaiiy = ka (see the calculation in 3.2).

(ii) [tf; !&] = [u-W, k;1uiail] = u2a2 + ia+ii = (ug»)2(ag')2 + ia.

(iii) [a\ kga*] = [a1 + ie,k¿1u'aii] = a2 + iau-1.

Now ug'=a2iu~1, so 28 = 2 + 4<x(mod8). Hence, 8 = 1 + 2« (mod 4), i.e. « = 0

implies 8 = 1, and a= 1 implies 8= — 1. Thus, we have the following groups:

H0 = (gu K0\gl = 1, fcgi = ¿o" W, ieZt,JeZa, w9i = a2u~\

a9i = a1 + ie where |3eZ2>,

H0 = (gu K0 | g\ = 1, kg0i = kö 1uiaii where ¿ eZ4,y eZ2, u9! = a2«-1,

agi = a1 + ißwhereßeZ2y,

and

Hr = <g-i,7^i |g2_i = l,Jfef-i = fci Va4' where i e Z4,y e Z2,

m9-i = w"^-2, a9i = a1+4Swherej8eZa>.

Since Ka and K0 are (*)-groups, it is easily seen that 770, 77a, and H0 are (*)-groups.

(ii) Now we construct the groups for which g2 = a. In this case,

a9> = a,       u9» = u'1a26,

and

fcaii-i = Id = k# = (JkiVaO** = M'a2'"-1-2"*.

So ; = - 1 (mod 4), ¿(8 -1 -2a)=0 (mod 4). So k9a> = k~ Va~l+i1 where f satisfies the

condition of Table 3.3.1.

We now check to see if the mappings induced by gô on Ka and K0 are auto-

morphisms :

(i) (A#)4 = (A:a-Va-1 + 4')4 = A:4.

(ii) [if*, kgA = [u~xa26, it-Va1+4'] = «-2oa2+4a+4,s=(U2a2+4a)9i-

(iii) [a\ kga*] = [a, k¿1uía-1 + ii] = a2 + iau-1 and tf>=aitu-1.

Hence, 28 = 2 + 4a (mod 8). Thus, 8= 1 +2a (mod 4). So we obtain the following

groups :

H(a, Ka) = <g, Ka\g2 = a, k9a = k^u'a'1^1

where i e Z4,y e Z2, m9 = «-1a2 + 4a where a e Z2>,

7?(a, K) = (g, Ry = (g,K\g2 = a, k9 = k~ Va"1 + 4'

where i e Zifj e Z2, u9 = u~1a2y.
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The groups 77(a, Ka) and H ig, Ñ) are (*)-groups.

3.4. 7/G is a (*)-group for which \cG(W)\W\=2 and AG(W) = (r)o2y, then G

contains a normal (*)-group Ra or Aa where

Ba = <ra, a | r* = a8 = 1, ar« = ua, w4 = [u, a] = 1, lA = ua2+iafor a eZ2>,

Ra = <ra, a | r8 = 1, r4 = a4, ar« = au, h4 = [u, a] = 1, wr« = ua2 + iafor aeZ2y.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is essentially the same as the proof of 3.2. We

find an element ra which induces the automorphism pX on W and then by suitable

choice of generators show that

ar« = ua,       ur" = ua2 + 4a   for a e Z2.

Now (raaiui)i = r* and (r2aV)2 = r4a4(i+i+ia,M21. As in 2.11 we see that even in

the case r%=ai we have involutions in the group (ja, a, «>, namely, the elements of

the coset r2u(a2, u2y. So we have the groups

Ra = </«, a | r4 = a8 = 1, ar« = au, ur» = ua2+ia for a eZ2, ul = [a, u] = 1>,

A« = </a) o\r% = 1, r\ = a4, a1"« = au,ur« = ua2 + ia for a eZ2, w4 = [a, m] = 1>.

Now (r2wma")a = (r2Hma',)a2(mod W0). So no subgroup of the form (r2umam, W0y

is normal in either Ra or Aa. Thus, neither the Ra nor 7\a has a normal E8. Since

0(7?a) and 0(7\a) contain 7i8's for a e Z2, we see that Ra and 7\a are (*)-groups for

a eZ2.

3.5. 777ere is no (*)-group which properly contains any of the groups Ra or Aa.

Proof. Suppose G is such a group and 7? is a subgroup of G isomorphic to one of

the group Ra or Aa. Then by 1.7 we see that \ca(W)/W\=2. Since o2 $ AG(W)

(cf. 1.8), then as in 3.3, we see that G = (R, g¿y where g6 induces the automorphism

o6p, for 8 = ± 1, on W. Thus, we have

r9a» = râ *c       for some c e C,

ug6 = u~1a26   for 8 = ±1,

agt = al + eß       forßeZ2.

Since gô induces an automorphism on 7?, the relation ar=au should hold. But

(agt)'" = (ai + «y;1c = (a-i + *auy+iß = a-i + «a-ß)u

and

im?* = ai + ai + «#M-i.

However, a1 + 26+ißu~1^a~1+Ma~ß)u, so we have a contradiction.   Q.E.D.

4. The (*)-groups for which \cGiW)/W\ > 2.

4.1. If G is a (*)-group for which \cGiW)/W\ >2, then by 1.7 and 1.8 we see that

^>iAGiW)) = (r¡), and by suitable choice of generators for W we may assume
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XeAGiW). If <A><^G(fF), then AGiW) = (X, pay or A0iW) = (X, pa"1). We begin

by discussing extensions of the group cGiW) by an element k which induces the

automorphism A on W. Let \cGiW)\ = 2c. We consider the cases in which c is even

or odd separately.

4.2. The i*)-groups for which \cG{W)\ =22n, n^3, and AG{vV) = (Xy. If G is such

a group, then there is an element k e G such that k induces the automorphism A

on W. Let eeZ2 and

cG(W) = Ce = (a,b\ a2" = b2" = 1, [a, b] = a2""1*).

By a suitable choice of generators for Ce we can show that the automorphism

induced by k on Cs is bk = b'1a, ak = b~2aw where w e <a2"-1, è2""1). In addition

A4 e Cw(A) = <a2n_1> so either A4 = l or A-4 = a2""1. Hence we may construct the

groups

Kin, n, e, w) = (b, k | A4 = b2" = 1 where n^3,bk = b-xa, a2" = 1,

[a, b] = ae2n '1 where e e Z2, ak = b ~ 2aw where w e (,a2" "Se2""1»

and

Kin, n, e, w) = (b,k\ b2" = k8 = 1 where n £ 3, bk = b^a, a271'1 = k\

[a, b] = a*2"'1 where e eZ2, ak = b~2aw

where we <a2"-1, è2""1».

None of these groups has a normal 7J8, and all have an EB contained in their Frat-

tini subgroup except Kin, n, 0, 1). So, with the exception of the group Kin, n, 0, 1),

the groups Kin, n, e, w) and Kin, n, e, w) are (*)-groups.

4.3. The i*)-groups for which |cG(fF)|=22n + 1, n~¿3, and AGiW) = X. Let G be

such a group, then cG( W) is given by

cGiW) = Ce = (a,b\ a2"+1 = b2" = 1, [a, b] = a2" where e eZ2y.

Let k e G induce the automorphism A on W. By suitable choice of generators we

can show ak = b~1a, bk=b~1a2w where w e(a2", b2"'1y. Since A4 e cw(A) = <a2">,

we obtain the following groups :

Kin+l, n, e, w) = <A-, a | A4 = a2n+1 = 1 where n è 3, ak = b~xa, b2" = 1,

[a, b] = ae2" where e e Z2, bk = b~1a2w

where w e <a2, è2""1»

and

Kin + l, n, s, w) = (fi,a\ a2**1 = I, n ^ 3, A:4 = a2", ak = b^a, b2" = 1,

[a, b] = a62" where e e Z2, bk = b'^-a^w

where w e <a2"n,/32""1».
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It is clear that the groups K(n +1, n, e, w) are (*)-groups and that those groups

of the form K(n +1, n, e, w) which contain an £8 are also (*)-groups. Since

(k2bmav)2=kiwm + pcm, i.e. (k2bmav)2=a2H1 + me)wm+v, we see that K(n+\,n, w)\W0

contains an involution if and only if \=a2"a + me)wm+'', i.e. for es0(mod2) and

w = a2" or e= 1 (mod 2) and any choice of w.

4.4. 77ze (*)-groups G for which \cG(W)/W\ >2 and AG(W)>(Xy. These groups

may be constructed as extensions of the groups discussed in 4.2 and 4.3 by elements

gó where gö induces the automorphism a6p on Wfor 8 = ± 1. In the groups for which

\cG(W)\=22n, g6 may be chosen so that g2 = l; in the groups for which |cG(If)|

=22n+1, g6 may be chosen so that either g2 = 1 or g2=a. The construction of these

extensions is completely analogous to the work of §§2.5.3 and 3.3. Since the details

of the computation become quite cumbersome and the number of parameters

become exceedingly large, we will not discuss the detailed structure of these groups.
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